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module. In this way, the complexity of performance prediction moves to worker nodes, and existing resource allocation modules need only minor modifications to optimize for the CPU utilization of the cluster.
For worker nodes to support such a decentralized mechanism, they must be enhanced with the following three features:
(1) Strong isolation guarantees: A decentralized scheduling mechanism only needs to know whether a particular task fits in a worker node, not how it interferes with other tasks. (2) Performance prediction capabilities: Given that the reason of decentralized scheduling is the pressure that performance prediction places on a central resource allocator, worker nodes must implement such a functionality to facilitate the decoupling of performance prediction from scheduling decisions. (3) A simple, but generic, API that allows applications to communicate their performance constraints: Such an API is not trivial as different frameworks can express their requirements with different metrics, such as latency, throughput, or cycles per instruction.
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to provide decentralized resource allocation that aims to increase the CPU utilization of the cluster, while providing performance guarantees to applications. The main vehicle of such a decentralization is the development of sophisticated cluster nodes that can calculate the exact fraction of resources that a submitted task needs to use to meet its performance guarantees. Therefore, we introduce QuMan, a node resource manager and admission controller for applications scheduled to a cluster node; QuMan increases server utilization and introduces policies that either allow users to provide application thresholds of acceptable QoS degradation or they automatically make decisions using a combined reward function of utilization and QoS for the entire workload.
QuMan consists of three main components and works as follows:
(1) A software-based isolation mechanism that provides an interference-free execution environment to applications, using slices. Each slice receives a portion of the server that includes CPU cores, main memory, and the I/O path, which consists of I/O memory and SSD caches. The isolation mechanism provides applications with access only to specific slices of each resource. The slices are NUMA aware in terms of memory and CPU node location, which results into a reduction in the interference across per-core CPU chaches. Of course, NUMA awareness does not guarantee CPU cache isolation, which along with the lack of network isolation are left for future work. (2) A profiler that performs on a dedicated server controlled runs of applications to determine the resource requirements of newly admitted applications. Unlike other systems that use profiling, QuMan ignores the interference dimension across applications because of its isolation mechanism. Therefore, it only needs to analyze the resource requirements of individual applications and not combinations of them, which is a significantly simpler problem to model and solve. Our profiler is deployed on the side of regular infrastructure and its overhead can vary from a few to at most one thousand seconds depending on the application and its input size. Profiling runs concurrently with the first execution of an application, and its results are available to subsequent invocations of the same application, without the overhead of the multiple runs. (3) An admission controller that employs different policies, to balance CPU utilization and application QoS. In this work, we explore two policies: a user-oriented and an operatororiented. Our user-oriented policy, similar to other systems [14, 28, 29, 35, 49] , ensures that application execution does not violate a user-provided performance threshold 27:4 Y. Sfakianakis et al. compared to stand-alone execution. The operator-oriented policy optimizes a new metric that we introduce, which is a reward function of both server CPU utilization and average QoS across all applications. Note that although the mechanisms of QuMan make no assumptions on the nature of the dominant resource of tasks, the operator-oriented policy uses the CPU usage as a proxy to measure server utilization.
We deploy QuMan on Linux servers, where we evaluate its effectiveness using a mix of real applications: Apache, TPC-E, TPC-H, and BLAST. We show that, depending on the admission control policy, QuMan achieves a server utilization of 80% while it maintains performance levels of running applications above 60% of their standalone performance. Then, we integrate QuMan with a utilization aware modification of Sparrow [37] decentralized scheduler. We show that the execution of a heavy workload in an Amazon cluster of 100 instances that are managed by our modified version of Sparrow improves the aggregate Performance Index of the workload by 48% compared to the execution of the same workload on the same resources that are managed either by the native version of Sparrow or by Apache Mesos [23] .
QUMAN DESIGN
This section describes the main components of QuMan: (a) The Framework for Isolation of Memory, I/O path, CPU and SSD cache (FRIMICS), which is a mechanism that ensures isolation across applications (Section 2.3), (b) a profiler, which identifies resource requirements for each application (Section 2.4), and (c) an admission controller, which admits applications to a server based on specific policies (Section 2.5). Figure 1 shows a flowchart of how QuMan assigns server resources to applications. QuMan considers that all incoming applications have equal priorities and admits them as First Come First Served (FCFS). Applications can choose a performance threshold that satisfies their execution. Note that we do not enforce any restrictions on the nature of the performance metric, because QuMan is going to convert it into a Performance Index in its downstream analysis (Section 2.2). For each application, QuMan decides whether there are enough resources to accommodate its performance requirements, and if so, it allocates a proper slice of FRIMICS to the application. Otherwise, it drops the application and it notifies the resource allocator about the failure. QuMan determines the performance behavior of all submitted applications using profiling.
Overview
The profiler either fetches statistical models that predict the performance of known applications, or creates them by executing the application in different hardware configuration settings. The first time that a profiler encounters a particular application, it submits it together with its original input into a sandboxed node to perform controlled runs with different resource configurations and collect the necessary datapoints. Then it produces a performance prediction function, which (i) it exposes to the admission controller, and (ii) it stores along with the application profile, so future submissions of the same applications do not repeat sandboxed runs. Note, that the profiling is expected to work well with short tasks, which dominate commercial datacenter workloads [3, 10, 31] . However, a non-negligible part of the workloads include also applications with long tasks, which put pressure on the profiler, because they need unrealistically a lot of time for profiling. QuMan follows the best practices of literature [14] and alleviates this pressure by profiling only a small part from the beginning (first 100s) of long tasks. This keeps profiling overheads to a minimum for tasks that take hours or days to complete.
When the profiler returns the performance prediction function, the admission controller of QuMan uses it to determine on what hardware configuration the application should run, depending on the desired policy of the cluster operator. If, for example, operators prefer to run applications while they respect their performance requirements, then they can follow the user-oriented policy (Section 2.5). If, however, they prefer to maximize the server utilization in a performance aware manner, they can use the provider-oriented policy. The provider-oriented policy optimizes an index that describes the performance-utilization tradeoff, called QUCI, and in the presence of workload changes it dynamically adjusts resource allocation of applications to keep QUCI optimal. QuMan's mechanisms can handle those requests due to the dynamic nature of FRIMICS's slices. The application suffers a penalty on its performance during the reallocation procedure; however, FRIMICS guarantees that the penalty is contained only to that application.
Performance Index
We define as Performance Index of an application the slowdown in its performance, when it executes on a portion of server resources compared to the stand-alone execution. Regardless of what performance metric users are interested in, be it latency, throughput, or execution time, Performance Index is a number without units and in the range between 0 and 1. To extract Performance Index, QuMan requires to know the metric that users are interested in and the file that reports it. This definition of Performance Index assumes that an application achieves its optimal performance when it runs on all available resources, even if it does not use all resources, which is typically the case. We acknowledge that there are applications that may slow down as resources increase, e.g., as the number of CPU cores increases. However, we expect that these applications should apply self-throttling mechanisms and avoid scaling to more cores than what they have been designed for, and that separate mechanisms should detect such behavior.
As an example of Performance Index calculation consider a web server application, where either throughput or latency can be used as a performance metric. In the case of throughput, the Performance Index is defined as the requests/second the web server achieves with a resource allocation, divided by the requests/second it achieves when allocating all available resources. In case the latency is the desired performance metric, the Performance Index is defined as the latency the web server achieves with all available resources, divided by the latency it achieves on a portion of the server resources.
Performance Index, as a function of the amount of each resource, typically takes the three possible shapes of Figure 2 : linear, convex, or concave. For example, applications that are highly concurrent 27:6 Y. Sfakianakis et al. with little synchronization, such as Machine Learning training models that are known to scale linearly or sub-linearly [8, 47] may follow the linear curve. Applications that exhibit some sort of working set behavior with respect to memory may follow the concave curve, since less memory affects performance, but more memory does not help beyond a certain point. For example, assume that an application with a working set of 1MB receives an 8MB cache. For cache sizes greater than 8MB, the effect on its performance is minor until its cache allocation reduces below 1MB. The effect of further reductions can be quite small at first, but dramatic later on. Less memory affects performance, but more memory does not help beyond a certain point. Finally, the Performance Index of applications that are sensitive to SSD cache size may follow the convex curve; the more the cache size reduces, the more page faults access the disk and severely affect the performance. [39] for CPU and application memory isolation and a modified version of Vanguard [43] to isolate the I/O path. Vanguard statically partitions the I/O path of a server and isolates the access to I/O caches (memory and SSD), I/O buffers, allocator and control structures that include synchronization. QuMan extends Vanguard in two ways: (a) It provides a mechanism for dynamic slice creation, resizing, and deletion, and (b) it converts I/O buffer allocation mechanism to be NUMA aware. Future versions of QuMan will also isolate the LLC and the network.
FRIMICS FRIMICS uses cgroups
The cgroups mechanisms provide two ways for limiting CPU usage by a process: relative and absolute. The relative mechanism uses the cpu.shares parameter that specifies the percentage of CPU offered to a cgroup, relative to the active set of cgroups, which is the set of cgroups with a running process. The underlying mechanism of cgroups divides the CPU in 1,024 shares and depending on the value of cpu.shares for each cgroup and the number of active cgroups, it allocates to it a portion of the remaining shares. The absolute mechanism allows users to define explicitly the access period of the CPU and the total time that a process takes. However, the libraries that implement this method induce significant overhead. For this reason, FRIMICS uses the relative approach.
FRIMICS combines the share-enabled dynamic CPU allocation of cgroups, with their static memory allocation, by controlling their NUMA placement. To map I/O buffer allocation to slices, FRIM-ICS uses CPU shares in combination with CPU masks. The CPU masks limit the CPU assignment only to specific NUMA nodes that are compatible with the I/O buffer allocation. In addition, QuMan ensures that the total shares of the running applications will be at most 100. FRIMICS converts the allocated CPU of each application, directly to CPU shares. For example, if an application requires 50% CPU, then it will get 50 CPU shares instead. Although this allocation policy is not equivalent to statically allocating CPU cores to applications, it is similar, however, on a highly loaded server.
Indirect LLC Isolation: FRIMICS does not explicitly isolate CPU caches (specifically the LLC) and memory bandwidth; however, it mitigates the interference in those resources by placing applications to a single NUMA node, when there are enough resources available, or uses neighboring NUMA nodes when applications are larger. Therefore, it indirectly reduces interference in percore caches and directly traffic across different NUMA nodes, which can significantly improve I/O throughput up to 2× [30] .
Dynamic Slice Creation and Modification: FRIMICS accepts requests to create new slices with a certain amount for each resource: CPU cores, memory, I/O buffers, and SSD cache. When deleting a slice, FRIMICS flushes all pending requests from DRAM I/O cache and SSD cache to the underlying storage before it frees resources. Resizing a slice follows the same steps with slice delete and create. Finally, FRIMICS offers the ability to assign a new or re-assign a used slice to an application.
Memory Allocation: An implication of the memory allocation mechanism of FRIMICS is that it handles separately kernel I/O buffers, both in terms of placement and usage. However, cgroups do not distinguish between application memory and kernel I/O buffers during allocation and they include both types of memory with a single limit for each container. Therefore, when FRIMICS allocates memory for slices, it uses the sum of both types of memory in the cgroups limit.
Profiler
For a newly submitted application, the profiler estimates and provides to admission controller policies the following two functions:
(1) A Performance Index prediction function that takes as input a hardware configuration, expressed as fractions of a server's CPU, memory, and IO. (2) A CPU utilization function that takes as input a hardware configuration and predicts the expected CPU utilization of the configuration. Note that the CPU utilization differs from the CPU allocation and it is usually lower. The CPU allocation corresponds to the maximum CPU utilization the application can achieve. It will match the allocation only if (1) the application has constant CPU demand throughout its execution and (2) the profiler predicts CPU requirements with 100% accuracy. Thus, the CPU utilization function acts as a proxy that measures the existence of performance bottlenecks in various allocations. Although a CPU is not always a key performance driver, its use in comparison to allocated CPU provides valuable insights as to the existence of any performance bottlenecks regardless of the resource of origin. For example, a memory-sensitive application will have page faults in the absence of enough memory, and this will affect the CPU utilization significantly.
The profiler performs a number of sample runs for each new application. It performs these runs in a dedicated server and in parallel to actual application execution. Hence, the profiling does not affect the scheduling of QuMan. This procedure will take from a few to at most a thousand seconds depending on the application and its input size. Afterwards, it feeds the results into a statistical model to predict how the application scales up. The profiler uses slices of increasing resources in each dimension separately to create a training set of data points for the Performance Index model. Note that the profiler is agnostic to application input parameters. For example training a machine learning model for 100 iterations is completely independent from training the same model with 200 iteration, and thus the two combinations get profiled independently. However, we do not re-profile applications if they execute on similar sized input datasets.
Initially, for each newly admitted application, the profiler uses a dedicated server to perform controlled runs on the user provided sample input on slices with different resources. It constructs 27:8 Y. Sfakianakis et al. Fig. 3 . The three possible ways that an application's performance change when the hardware resources on which it executes reduce. Note, that although the figure displays a single-dimensional resource for demonstration purposers, our modeling uses a three-dimensional space, as it is not straightforward how the combination of these resources affects application performance.
a four-dimensional representation of the Performance Index. Each run provides two data points, each of which is a tuple (X , Y ). X ∈ R 3 is a vector that contains the configuration in terms of CPU, memory size, and SSD cache size of the slice on which the application ran. Y ∈ R is the measured Performance Index and CPU utilization respectively for each datapoint. For example, consider profile runs of BLAST on a server that consists of 8 CPU cores, 16GB of memory, and 32GB of SSD cache. If a run that uses all available resources takes 19s and causes 93.7% CPU utilization, then it will produce datapoints (<8, 16, 32>, 1) for Performance Index and (<8, 16, 32>, 93.7) for CPU utilization. If another run on the same server of the same software uses 4 CPU cores and same amount of memory and SSD, then it finishes in 39s and causes 87% CPU utilization (of those cores), it will produce datapoints (<4, 16, 32>, 0.49) for Performance Index and (<4, 16, 32>, 87) for CPU utilization.
Next, the profiler fits the observed datapoints for each metric, Performance Index and CPU utilization, with two S-shaped logistic functions. We use the logistic function for two reasons: First, it simplifies the expression of Performance Index as a function of the available resources. An S-shaped logistic curve, as shown in Figure 3 , consists of three distinct areas, each resembling one of the three patterns we assume for the shape of the Performance Index ( Figure 2 ). Therefore, an S-shaped curve models all cases, with different parameters. Second, CPU utilization is expected to follow the shape of Performance Index for applications whose performance follows Figure 2 . The two curves for an application do not necessarily have the same shape, for example one can be convex and the other concave, but this is not a problem as we consider two distinct fitting functions.
Also note, that although FRIMICS provides resource isolation on more that three resources, the logistic regression of the profiler uses only three resources as features. There is a tradeoff in using more resources in the profiler; a possible increase in the number of features of the logistic regression might produce more accurate models, but it will require exponentially more datapoints to avoid underfitting. Given that every datapoint requires sample runs, and to keep the profiler simple both simple and accurate, we use only three features: the number of CPU cores, memory capacity and SSD cache capacity.
The logistic function that we use to fit the observed datapoints (X , Y ), is defined as:
where C is scalar, β is the vector (β 1 , β 2 , β 3 ), and ϑ all parameters (C and β) of each function. Estimating C and β: QuMan uses the Newton-Raphson method to estimate C and β for the logistic function using the observed datapoints in the training set. Newton-Raphson finds the parameters that minimize the mean square error as given by
where ϑ = (C, β ), f ϑ is the individual characteristic function, M denotes the total number of input points, and f ϑ (X m ) is the estimated Performance Index or utilization value for the same resources. The profiler identifies the parameters ϑ that minimize total error:
In our experiments, Newton-Raphson typically converges in less than 3000 iterations and it takes less than one second to run. Also the space overhead of storing the model parameters is negligible; for each application, the profiler only stores the four model parameters:
Profile-based Admission Controller
Our admission controller uses the prediction functions that the profiler provides to make decisions on whether to admit an application to the server and how to size its FRIMICS slice. In this work, we explore two different policies:
(1) A user-oriented policy, based on QoS thresholds. This policy allows users to specify a minimum threshold for the Performance Index for each application, which the admission controller will meet. In our initial investigation, and for simplicity, we use the same threshold for all applications running on a server. (2) A provider-oriented policy driven by a new metric, QoS-Utilization Combined Index (QUCI). This policy does not require user input as it automatically balances QoS and utilization.
Both policies treat tasks independently, and optimize for task level performance metrics. Of course, one could improve this approach and build more sophisticated algorithms that also consider dependencies among tasks. However this does not change the core functionality of QuMan, which trades in a controlled manner performance guarantees of tasks for higher server utilization.
User-oriented Policy:
The user-oriented policy allows users to provide a minimum performance threshold that they are willing to tolerate. QuMan is agnostic to the performance metric, because it converts all metrics to the Performance Index. The admission controller creates a FRIMICS slice for the application with configuration settings for each resource that meet the requested threshold.
The controller uses the Performance Index prediction function of the profiler to examine different slice configurations with combinations of the available resources. In case the controller detects multiple possible hardware configurations that provide the desired Performance Index, it chooses the one with the least amount of aggregate resources (as percentages). For instance, if the application can achieve the same performance with an assignment of either 35% CPU, 30% memory, and 25% SSD cache (35% + 30% + 25% = 90%), or 45% CPU, 40% memory, and 15% SSD cache (45% + 40% + 15% = 100%), then QuMan prefers the former. If QuMan finds multiple resource allocations with the same sum, then it randomly selects a configuration that fits server, without further resource prioritization.
Provider-oriented Policy:
The provider-oriented policy assigns resources to applications automatically using only their profiling information. There are two fundamental requirements that we satisfy: Maximize server utilization while minimizing consolidation related effects on performance.
To accommodate the former requirement, our policy favors applications with high utilization levels of their offered resources. If, for example, applications A and B achieve the same Performance Index with the same slice configuration, but application A underutilizes its offered resources, then the policy reduces the number of resources that are available to A and assigns them to B.
However, to meet the second design requirement, the policy also favors applications with higher Performance Index. If, for example, applications C, D work on the same slice configuration with similar device utilization, and a new application F demands a slice that will need to "steal" resources from either C or D, then the policy will take resources from the application with the lowest possible effect on its performance.
As a proxy for the two requirements, the policy uses the two functions that the profiler provides: the Performance Index prediction and the CPU utilization prediction. Thus, the metric that this policy uses to quantify both requirements of the design is the QoS-utilization combined index (QUCI). We define QUCI for a workload with k applications as
where f PI and f CPU are the profiler functions that estimate the Performance Index and the CPU utilization for each application, w PI and w CPU are weights that specify the significance of the respective values in the metric, K is the total number of running applications, and k is the kth running application.
The policy maximizes QUCI under the constraints of available resources. It uses the Lagrange multipliers method to maximize the QUCI reward function, as described below:
X k is a three-dimensional vector that represents slice configuration in terms of CPU, memory size, and SSD cache size of the server resources offered to applications. The Lagrange multipliers method is very quick and in our experiments it requires at most 100ms and on average 40ms. QUCI increases when both Performance Index of applications and the CPU utilization of the server increase. For example, if we consider two workloads, one with a single application running at 1 Performance Index and utilizes 30% of its CPU allocation, and one with three applications, each of which runs with a Performance Index of 0.8 and utilizes CPU by 20%, and if we assume for simplicity equal weights of 1 in the QUCI equation, the QUCI of the first workload is 0.3 while the QUCI of the second workload is 3 × (0.8 × 0.2) = 0.48. Thus, the admission controller will favor the second workload.
IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented QuMan in 10,000 lines of C++ and python code. It runs on Linux and manages any binary that executes on the server. We then integrated QuMan with Sparrow cluster scheduler [37] to demonstrate its capabilities in a cluster environment.
Integration with Sparrow
Sparrow [37] is an open source resource scheduler that achieves high scheduling throughput for tasks. To schedule a task, Sparrowprobes a number of randomly chosen worker nodes and assigns it to the node with the fastest response time. (2) If QuMan nodes do not know the performance profiles of the task, then they will request from the sandbox to perform profile runs. (3) The sandbox will notify one of the QuMan workers about the profiling results, and the later will broadcast those results to all workers in step 4. (5) QuMan nodes will decide whether the task fits in their workload, and if it does, they will notify the QuSparrow master about how many resources they will have left, after they admit the task. (6) The QuSparrow master will select the node that expects to be utilized the most, after it admits the task, to proceed with the execution.
We introduce a modified version of Sparrow, QuSparrow, which uses QuMan to achieve utilization aware scheduling. We changed the front end of Sparrow API to allow tasks to submit performance constraints that QuMan needs to satisfy, which afterwards get converted into Performance Index. Figure 4 shows the architecture of this integration, which uses a user-oriented policy for admission control (see Section 2.5). For every scheduling decision, QuSparrow sends task execution requests to a number of randomly chosen worker nodes that run QuMan; workers whose admission controllers can accept the task, respond (step 5 of Figure 4 ) with the amount of remaining resources they will have available after they accept the task, while the rest respond with negative numbers. QuSparrow collects the responses of all nodes and greedily assigns the task to the node with the minimum remaining resources (step 6 of Figure 4) .
If QuMan nodes know the performance profile of a submitted task, then they will skip steps 2, 3, and 4 of Figure 4 and calculate directly their estimates; otherwise, they will submit that task together with the original input to a sandbox node to perform profile runs. For sandboxed executions, we use a spare node of the cluster. Given that it is the workers that submit tasks for profile runs, and QuSparrow probes multiple workers, the sandbox receives multiple requests to profile the same task (step 2 of Figure 4 ). The sandbox executes profile runs once, in response to the request that arrives first, and it ignores the rest requests for the same task. In case the sandbox is busy profiling a particular task and receives requests to profile different tasks, it adds those requests in a queue and serves them as soon as it finishes with the former. Finally, in step 4, the QuMan node that receives the profiling results from the sandbox broadcasts them to the rest nodes 27:12 Y. Sfakianakis et al.
of the cluster. Thus, whenever the same task gets submitted in the future at any node, they will omit steps 2, 3, and 4, as all of them will have synchronized lists of known profiles.
For the purposes of this integration, we have made two working assumptions. First, profile runs occur rarely and do not interfere with the scheduling latency goals of Sparrow. This is a reasonable assumption, since most tasks tend to appear with recurring patterns [25, 40] . Second, production cluster trace analyses shows that short tasks are dominant in datacenters, for example statistics from the Google datacenter, where 92% of the jobs have tasks that execute in less than a minute [41] , Mishra et al. [31] report "tasks with short duration dominate the task population," Lu et al. [3] report that the average task duration is 192s with maximum task duration of 29585s. Thus, we expect QuMan to perform well in the majority of realistic datacenter workloads.
Long Tasks: Although QuSparrow is built under the assumption that most tasks are short, it takes a shortcut when handling long tasks that appear occasionally. The sandbox of QuMan considers a task as long when the first run (a run with all available resources), takes longer than 100s to complete [41] . After 100s, it measures the CPU, memory utilization, and SSD utilization and then kills the task. The sandbox returns only one datapoint to the QuMan worker, which represents the Performance Index of 1 with the server utilization readings it took at the 100th second. In that case, the profiler of the QuMan worker assumes that Performance Index drops linearly with offered resources (form 2 of Figure 2 ) and for that long task it calculates a line that declines with 45 • . Although such a shortcut might introduce error in the accuracy of long task profile estimation, it will increase the availability of the sandboxes to short tasks. Furthermore the effect of that error is insignificant, as the long tasks do not have strict service level objectives.
Data Locality Skew:
A practical issue of the sandboxed runs is the skew on the profiling results from data locality. Although the measurements from the first run will contain data transfer associated overheads, subsequent runs will not have the same overheads as data will be already cached. To produce consistent profiling results, QuMan sandboxes flush their caches before initiating each run. Thus, all profiling related datapoints include data transfer related overheads.
Non-recurring Applications:
Although typical datacenter workloads consists mainly of recurring tasks, they also include a significant portion of non-recurring applications. For this reason QuMan immediately schedules "unknown" applications with a predefined slice, which consists of 50% of a server's resources. This strategy favors application performance over CPU utilization, because the "unknown" applications get a large slice to execute to ensures high performance; however, they might reserve more resources than necessary that can lead to decreased CPU utilization.
EVALUATION METHODOLOGY 4.1 Experimental Platform
We perform the single node evaluation on a server equipped with a quad-socket Tyan FT48-B8812 motherboard, with three 16-core AMD Opteron 6200 64-bit processors running at 2.1GHz and 48GB of DDR-III DRAM. For storage, we use four 32GB (128GB total) Intel X25-E SSDs as cache and two 1TB Western Digital Caviar Black as storage. The server runs Linux kernel v.3.10 (part of the CentOS distribution, v.7). All native experiments use the XFS filesystem with 4KB blocks. The I/O scheduler we use in all experiments is the default noop elevator.
For our distributed experiments, we deployed QuSparrow on a cluster of 100 AWS instances of type m4.xlarge. We also used an extra instance of the same type as a client that issues tasks and another instance as a sandbox for profiling.
Benchmarks
TPC-E [34] is a transactional workload that emulates the operations of a stock broker. We use 24 threads that issue transactions over a 49GB database. This workload consists of comparably localized randomly distributed small-sized I/O accesses, 10% of which are writes [9] . The metric we focus on is the transaction rate. The CPU load in our runs is approximately 50% of our system's CPUs, and a single SSD is sufficient to sustain the throughput requirements. TPC-E is latency sensitive and I/O bounded due to its transactions.
TPC-H [34] is a data-warehousing benchmark, generating business analytics queries to a database of sales data. We execute query Q5 in a loop using a 6.5GB database. We use as performance metric the average execution time for 20 consecutive executions of query Q5. We use this query, because it is both CPU and IO intensive.
We use Apache [2] and the ab benchmarking tool as our web-content serving application. We issue ab requests in batches with a duration of 10s. Each batch contains 100 ab instances that run in parallel, where each instance issues 5 concurrent requests. Our 8GB dataset is comprised of three different file classes with sizes 32KB, 256KB, and 1MB. The file on which ab operates is chosen randomly at the start of each batch, with a probability of 0.5, 0.3, and 0.2, respectively for each of the three file classes. Although using ab as described above produces significant I/O traffic, the read throughput of one of our SSDs is sufficient to sustain this load. The Apache server is latency sensitive so the disk latency and the available CPU resources are vital for its performance. The metric we report for this workload is the 95th percentile of request latency.
FIO [6] is a microbenchmark that stresses the I/O path by issuing concurrent streams of I/O requests to either files or block devices. The metric reported for FIO is the aggregate I/O throughput.
BLAST [5] is an application from the domain of genomics. We use the blastn program (v.2.2.27) that performs queries on nucleotide databases. In our setup, an instance of blastn issues concurrently queries to 16 separate databases. When databases are preloaded into memory, blastn heavily utilizes both the CPU and the I/O subsystem. The total size of all databases is 23GB. The metric we capture as application performance is cumulative execution time for all concurrent queries.
Workload Mix
In our single node evaluation, we assume that that the server has a FIFO queue of applications that is ready to run and an external entity, e.g., a cluster resource allocator, places applications in this queue. In all scenarios the server admits one application at a time until it runs out of resources. In case available resources do not suffice to admit new applications, the queue stalls until one or more applications finish and release resources. For each application the server launches a docker container on top of a FRIMICS slice with the appropriate executables and data. In our runs, we select randomly a mix of 19 application instances from TPC-E, TPC-H, Blast, FIO, and Apache to form the initial queue.
In our AWS cloud deployment, a client creates with varying rates TPC-H task requests and measures task scheduling time, task completion time and it also monitors the utilization across the cluster. We ignore the results of the very first execution for each task, because they involve sandboxed profile runs, which we ignore according to our assumptions in Section 3.1.
COMPONENT EVALUATION
In this section, we present our results for (a) the isolation mechanism of QuMan, (b) its profiling approach, and (c) the two polices we examine. 
FRIMICS Isolation Mechanism
First, we examine the benefits from the extended isolation mechanism of QuMan. We compare Vanguard versus FRIMICS to quantify the impact of CPU isolation, application memory isolation, and mitigation of NUMA effects to application performance, in addition to I/O path isolation.
As an interfering workload mix, we run concurrently four applications, Apache, TPC-H, TPC-E, and Blast on separate slices. Each application receives a slice whose configuration guarantees a Performance Index of 0.8 in the absence of any interference. Table 1 shows the exact hardware configuration that each application receives. Figure 5 (a) presents the Performance Index over time for each application for both Vanguard and FRIMICS. We see that the latter improves the average Performance Index by 37.9%, where each application shows an individual improvement between 21.6% to 63.9%. According to Figure 5(b) , it is the better isolation mechanism of FRIMICS that leads to such a performance improvement. Compared to Vanguard, FRIMICS mitigates even more application interference, because it isolates more resources. Therefore, it further hedges the degradation of performance for consolidated applications that essentially leads to better application performance.
Number of Profiling Runs
In this section, we examine the number of samples that are required for accurate predictions by the profiler of QuMan. For this reason, we exhaustively search all possible combinations of CPU (48 cores), memory (42GB), and SSD cache (32GB) and we measure the Performance Index of each application as they execute individually in slices of all possible resource configurations. We collect 70,000 different datapoints for each application, and we use half of them as a training set in the curve fitting function and the rest for testing. Figure 6 shows the error rate, which we calculate using Function 2, as a function of the number of points that we consider during curve fitting. For clarity, we plot only the first 50 datapoints. The profiler accuracy improves until the size of the training set reaches 10 samples and then it converges to within 10% error for all remaining configurations.
Misprediction Penalty
An advantage of QuMan is its resilience to mispredictions, due to the isolation mechanism that it uses. For the purposes of this experiment, we ignore the profiler recommendations, and we deplete resources from an application on purpose. We choose a very small slice for the mispredicted application, because it causes more pressure to FRIMICS, but in practice the impact to a mispredicted application is much lower, because the profiler's mispredictions have a 10% volatility compared to the targeted Performance Index. In our setup, the correctly predicted applications are TPC-H, Apache, TPC-E, and BLAST, each allocated a slice adequate to ensure a minimum Performance Index of 0.75. The slice configuration for each application is the same as in Table 1 .
After 150s of execution, a new TPC-H instance arrives and, to emulate misprediction, we assign to it a slice that consists of 2 cores, 4GB of memory, and 8GB of SSD cache. Observe, that this configuration uses 2GB of memory less than what is required to obtain a Performance Index of 0.75 for TPC-H. This, mispredicted configuration, is reasonable, given that the offered resources in combination with the aggregate resources of the running applications do not exceed the server capabilities (46 cores, 44GB of memory, and 72GB of SSD cache). Figure 7 plots the Performance Index for each application during the first 300s of the execution. We note that although the performance impact on the new application is severe, the rest, properly The user-oriented policy is configured with thresholds of 1, 0.75, and 0.5.
predicted workloads, remain relatively insensitive. This is due to the stronger isolation offered by FRIMICS compared to other approaches. At this point, we also observe that there are some short time periods in Figure 7 , whose duration does not exceed 5% of the total execution time, where the observed PI drops below QuMan's threshold. There are three reasons that explain that behavior: (1) The application behavior is not constant, whereas the profiler assumes it is. (2) FRIMICS isolation is not ideal and does not completely eliminate interference with co-located applications. (3) Profiles are not 100% accurate.
Policy Evaluation
For the evaluation of the user and provider driven admission policies, we experiment with the admission of an application queue that contains a random order of 7 TPC-H, 6 BLAST, 4 TPC-E, 1 Apache, and 1 FIO instances. We execute this queue 4 times; each time we allocate slices to applications using a different policy: three runs follow the user-oriented policy with thresholds of 1, 0.75, and 0.5, respectively, and one run uses the provider-oriented policy. We also calculate QUCI for each run to see how QUCI ranks each experiment. In the provider-oriented policy, we assume equal values of 1 to the weights of the QUCI metric (Equation (4)). Table 2 summarizes for each policy the average Performance Index across all applications and the average CPU utilization. The results show that the user-oriented policy stays above the threshold and penalizes CPU utilization accordingly: The higher the threshold required by the user, the lower the achieved CPU utilization. The provider-oriented policy automatically picks a higher utilization data point and achieves a similar, overall Performance Index for about 16% higher CPU utilization (79% vs. 68%). Table 2 also shows that QUCI is higher (as expected) in the provider-oriented policy. More interestingly, QUCI increases as the user-specified threshold is reduced in the user-oriented policy, which drives CPU utilization up significantly.
OVERALL SINGLE SERVER EVALUATION
To measure the behavior of QuMan in realistic scenarios, we submit to a server jobs from a queue, under the constraint that Performance Index does not drop below 0.8. QuMan keeps creating new slices for the incoming jobs, until 1 or more resources saturate. Figure 8 shows the execution history of the same workload we use in Section 5.1 and different slice configurations. Each execution uses fix-sized slices, ranging from a small number of "fat" to a larger number of "thin" slices. Possible slice configurations consist of either 2 or 8 slices. Each slice uses an equal portion of each resource available in the server, e.g., 8 slices get 12.5% of the available CPU, memory size, and SSD cache size. Combining profiling information with the isolation mechanism allows QuMan to achieve 50% average CPU utilization with 0.84 application Performance Index. In addition to the CPU utilization, we show the SSD utilization to observe other components of the system as well. The fact that SSD utilization increases as well is a consequence of the increased CPU utilization and the system doing more work.
Apart from comparisons with baselines of 2 and 8 slices, we show how QuMan compares to an optimal case ( Figure 9 ) and an uncoordinated case (where we run all applications simultaneously with no control). For the optimal case, we emulate a system that implements a perfect profiler, on zero interference and policy of QuMan with user-oriented policy with threshold 0.8. We use the training set to choose the most appropriate resources for each application of the workload, and we run them in isolation (stand-alone), one by one. We consider that applications execute in parallel until we exhaust the resources of the server. For example suppose that we have 28 cores, and our applications are BLAST, TPC-E, Apache, BLAST, and TPC-H, that need 16, 12, 16, 16, and 2 cores correspondingly. BLAST and TPC-E fit in the server (they need 28 cores), therefore they execute together and the rest wait. BLAST will finish first, because it takes 35s while TPC-E takes 150s, which means that at the 35th BLAST frees 16 cores and Apache will start running because it fits, and so on. QuMan operating with User-0.8 mode achieves average CPU Utilization 50% and average Performance Index 0.84. QuMan with provider mode achieves average CPU Utilization 80% and average Performance Index 0.6. Optimal configuration that emulates the best User-0.8 achieves average CPU Utilization 70% and average Performance Index 0.89. What we observe is that QuMan achieves comparable performance to the optimal with a small drop in CPU Utilization. However, if we are willing to trade performance for CPU utilization (provider-oriented policy), we significantly improve utilization.
MULTI-NODE EVALUATION
In this section, we compare QuSparrow versus Sparrow and Mesos on a cluster of 5 Intel servers with 32 cores and 256GB of memory. A client generates a high load for this cluster by submitting 10 jobs/s for 100s, and the minimum Performance Index is set to 0.8. Figure 10 shows on the left the average Performance Index and on the right the average CPU utilization of active jobs. As we observe from Figure 10 (b), all three systems operate at high load and they all achieve same levels of cluster utilization (approximately 65%). QuSparrow manages to maintain an average Performance Index of 0.90, while Sparrow and Mesos achieve a Performance Index of 0.65 and 0.60 respectively; in other words, QuSparrow increases the average Performance Index by 42% and 50% when compared to Sparrow and Mesos, respectively.
Cloud Deployment
In our large cluster deployment, a client submits jobs at a rate of 2 jobs per second for 300s and all worker nodes run with a QuMan configuration that set the admission controller policy to useroriented with a minimum Performance Index of 0.8.
In this experiment, and to achieve uniform load across all servers, we show a case with a heavy load to keep all servers highly utilized at steady state. The cluster achieves a steady workload state after 100s, where both systems have similar CPU utilization. Figure 11 (a) shows the average Performance Index of QuSparrow in comparison to the Performance Index of Sparrow as they run on a 100-node cluster. As the load of the cluster increases, QuSparrow maintains the average Performance Index consistently above 0.8 while workload interference affects the average Performance Index of tasks under Sparrow as it drops down to 0.4.
To measure the impact on server utilization of QuSparrow, Figure 11 (b) shows the average server utilization across the cluster, where in the case of QuSparrow it drops by 40% compared to Sparrow. QuMan achieves better Performance Index, because it manages to "pack" applications better.
DISCUSSION
Profiling Overhead: QuMan requires about 10 sample runs that last from a few seconds to 1,000 (due to the 100s cap per task). As the sandboxed runs take place only the first time an application is encountered, we do not expect this overhead to be an issue. In addition, this profiling happens concurrently with the first time the application executes. Of course, there is room for further reduction to the number of required samples in future developments, where the profiling can benefit from heuristics, such as optimal design space [47] to reduce the time that a profiler spends for each application.
Profiling vs. Execution Correctness Trade Off:
A possible performance optimization of QuSparrow would be the elimination of sandboxing. In this scenario, given that profile runs occur with the actual inputs in a dedicated node, one could argue that QuSparrow could avoid steps 5 and 6 of Figure 4 as it already executed the same task multiple times. However, despite the obvious performance gains, such an approach could be harmful for applications' state. As QuMan performs multiple profiling runs, it overwrites the same output files multiple times, and thus there are consistency related risks that need to be considered. To avoid those risks, the current version of QuSparrow avoids this optimization.
Profiling Limitations: The profiler does not handle well applications with discretized performance, (e.g., video encoding can have bitrates of 1080P, 720P, 480P, etc.). Such applications are modeled better using a step function that differs significantly from the logistic function we use. A solution to this issue is to consider each piece of the step step function as a different application. For example, 480p video encoding is one application, 720p encoding is a second, 1,080p is a third, and so on. This technique will convert the step function into a few step functions of one piece, which are modeled more accurately by the logistic function.
Isolation Limitations:
The isolation mechanism of FRIMICS, deals only with limited resources at this point and at varying degrees. QuMan does not deal directly with LLC, TLB, memory bandwidth, network (memory, PCI, external). There has been work that shows the significance of interference on these resources. However, even with the incomplete isolation achieved by FRIMICS, QuMan, is still able to improve the tradeoff utilization-QoS. And indeed, there is room from improvement by more and better isolation as well as improved profiling.
Resizing Overheads: Another overhead of QuMan is the resizing of FRIMICS's slices. Resizing commands cause increased I/O traffic as FRIMICS flushes dirty pages in the resized slices, which can take significant amount of time in case of large SSD caches. However, these overheads do not appear in the creation of new slices, it is up to the admission control policies to decide the level of resizing given its overheads. The policies that we implement in this article do not use resizing, and thus our results do not contain those overheads. We leave as future work the design of admission control policies that use resizing and cover the respective overheads in their metrics.
Admission Controller Policies:
In this article, we make a first step towards different admission controller policies that can significantly affect application performance and server utilization. We do not make an effort to find the best policy or to extensively explore different dimensions in policies, and we leave these for future work.
Admission Controller Overhead: Both user and provider driven admission policies incur negligible overhead to the admission controller. The user driven policy queries 2-3 times the Performance Index prediction function of the profiler and it evaluates whether there are enough available server resources to support the desired threshold of Performance Index. However, the provider driven policy requires a few (less than 10) matrix calculations of size proportional to the number of the profiles. The controller takes at most a few hundred milliseconds for both policies.
Scheduling Latency of QuSparrow:
In all fairness, the utilization gains of QuSparrow come at a cost of scheduling latency, as the latency of QuSparrow is about 10ms on average while Sparrow takes 7ms. QuSparrow, therefore, adds 3ms, because it waits for all workers to respond, plus it assigns an application to the most proper worker. We do not include profiling overheads in the scheduling overhead of QuSparrow, because QuSparrow workers do not wait for the profile of a "first time" application before it starts running it. We developed QuSparrow only to evaluate the utilization and isolation goals of QuMan in large-scale experiments; therefore, we leave as a future work the deployment of a scheduler that also optimizes the scheduling latency.
Scheduling of Jobs with Different Priorities:
We note that the underlying assumption behind the design and evaluation of QuMan is that all jobs have equal priorities. We leave for future work the implementation of policies that accommodate tasks of jobs of different priorities. QuMan, deals with applications in an FCFS manner and does not deal with priorities. QuMan solves the problem of improving the utilization-performance tradeoff, and we assume that all tasks have equal priorities. It can be extended to look at priorities by using multiple queues (one for each priority), but this does not change the mechanisms discussed in this article.
Managing Datacenter Heterogeneity:
In our evaluation, we use machines of the same generation that include similar hardware. Typical datacenters include three different server generations [13] , which would require to either specify a generation for each application or to profile each application as many times as the generations of servers that might be used.
Handling Distributed Applications:
Our intention is to handle distributed workloads that is why we ported QuMan to Sparrow cluster manager. The idea is that distributed workloads will keep using the APIs of the cluster manager that we use, which in our case is QuSparrow, a modified version of Sparrow; distributed frameworks, such as the Apache Spark, have been ported over Sparrow. In case of Apache Spark workloads, the profiler will profile each parallel task once. In the example of Spark over Sparrow, if a map stage produces 1,000 tasks, all of whom contain the same code that will run in different partitions, Sparrow will profile that code once and will use that profile to allocate resources to the rest tasks.
RELATED WORK
There are two categories of systems that assign resources to applications. The first category involves systems that assign resources to applications based on user requests. This generation includes systems, such as, Mesos [23] , Omega [42] , and Yarn [46] . They receive requests and they offer cluster resources to running applications. However, applications tend to overestimate their resource requirements and thus, hardware remains underutilized [14] .
QuMan belongs to the second category of resource management systems, whose main goal is to increase resource utilization by workload consolidation, while they minimize effects on application execution. Cluster management systems of the second category colocate applications using either, or both, of two approaches: (a) resource isolation and (b) performance prediction. Systems that predict performance consider either, or both, of two distinct dimensions: (1) impact of offered resources and (2) impact of interference.
In the rest of this section, we review systems that aim to improve server utilization; we omit systems that focus on other dimensions, such as fairness and latency.
Performance Prediction
Paragon [13] and Q-Clouds [35] identify applications compatible for colocation. They perform small-scale interference tests between each application and controlled levels of background applications for each resource. Then they use complicated multi variable statistical classifiers to predict the expected interference among applications at the time of colocation. Quasar [14] uses similar techniques to predict the impact of interference, but also the impact of scale up and scale out. However, mispredictions are costly on all these systems, because they affect all running applications. This, in combination to the complexity of the statistical predictions leads those systems to be conservatively selective over what applications to colocate and they favor pairs of applications with almost mutually exclusive resource requirements. However, QuMan has a higher degree of freedom over the type of applications that colocates because of its isolation mechanism. Thus, in QuMan (1) statistical modeling is simpler as it uses fewer variables and (2) mispredictons do not affect running applications.
Morpheus [25] operates on production environments that mostly execute similar tasks at the same time every day. This recurring pattern enables it to prepare off line resource allocations that are optimized for the jobs it expects. QuMan also assumes that the majority (around 70%) of tasks are recurring and stores the profiling information of each task to avoid unnecessary profiling runs. For the rest 30% of the workload it operates reactively and performs online profiling to the nonrecurrent tasks.
Carbyne [20] uses job metadata and it "steals" resources that YARN allocates to jobs to reschedule them elsewhere. Carbyne relies on fair scheduling to offer isolation guarantees, but it does not avoid completely the unpredictable consequences of collocation interference.
Deepdive [36] uses hardware counters to monitor continuously a server for interference among colocated Virtual Machines (VMs). When it detects high interference that can seriously degrade the performance of running applications, it migrates a VM to reduce interference in the server using predictive placement. However, VM migration itself can entail significant overhead. For example, the scripts that launch Amazon EC2 VMs to demonstrate the Apache Spark software stack on small collections of data take between 20 and 40 minutes to run [1] . Instead, the isolation mechanism of QuMan mitigates the impact of mispreditions and hence does not need VM migrations.
Bubble-Up [29] uses profiling via "bubble" to predict precisely performance degradation across workloads. Bubble-Flux [50] enhances this approach to online interference and QoS management and uses a dynamic bubble technique to probe servers for resource pressure, prior to taking colocation decisions. Bubble-Up and Bubble-Flux target latency-sensitive workloads that have a specific QoS target. QuMan uses a more general notion of QoS, defined relative to stand-alone execution. Bubble-Up and Bubble-flux rely on detecting (offline or online) and avoiding interference via probes and appropriate colocation decisions, whereas QuMan avoids interference by creating dedicated, properly-sized slices for each container, as estimated with application profiling.
PAC [18] and its successors PRESS [19] and CloudScale [44] identify resource demands online by statistically modeling application performance whereas, QuMan, first, mitigates interference using FRIMICS, to reduce mispredictions, and, second, it performs a controlled offline training phase, rather than estimating resource demands on the fly.
There are also systems, which although they combine small-scale profiling runs with Statistical Inference, they solve different problems than resource allocators and resource assigners. Ernest and CherryPick [4, 47] , for instance, are advisory tools that assists users of a single application to minimize the number of instances they provision in the Cloud. QuMan, however, is a cluster manager that serves multiple workloads from multiple users, estimates the resources they need, and assigns them in a way that maximizes the number of applications that can run concurrently in clusters.
Resource Isolation
Another group of systems provide to applications isolated access to system resources.
Heracles [28] provides isolated hardware resources to workloads and it monitors application performance at runtime. It isolates hardware with respect to cores, memory, network, and L1 CPU cache. Heracles treats performance critical workloads with high priority and offers them enough resources to meet their deadlines, while it allocates remaining server resources to batch workloads. Heracles assumes certain workload characteristics, typical for Google workloads, and shines at workloads that consist of both latency critical and batch applications. The profiling mechanism of QuMan, however, enables it to serve more diverse workloads.
Performance Prediction and Resource Isolation
Ubik [26] takes the first steps towards offering resources in isolation, while it also considers profiling information. It reduces the tail latency by providing to applications isolated access to LLC. QuMan, however, while not isolating access to LLC, it isolates more resources, compared to Ubik.
MemGuard [51] provides memory access isolation to applications, such that the average memory access latency or request is not larger than on a dedicated memory system. MemGuard, does not use the predictor to identify the appropriate resources for applications as QuMan, instead it requires an external user-level daemon to configure it.
ARIA [48] and Jockey [16] implement a profiler-based resource allocation technique for MapReduce environments. Each job comes with a completion deadline that is its SLO. Their profiler extracts job profiles that estimate the expected execution time given the number of resources allocated for the job. ARIA implements a job scheduler to meet as many SLO as possible by reordering the execution of jobs, whereas Jockey monitors the progress of each job and dynamically releases resources from jobs that have not pressure in meeting their SLO and reallocates them to jobs that might miss their SLO. QuMan implements a similar mechanism for profiling, with the difference that it can model any performance metric. Additionally, ARIA and Jockey are evaluated only for MapReduce, and we do not know how they perform on other frameworks.
Haoyu Zhang et al. [52] also propose profile-based scheduling for live streaming video queries. They base their scheduling on quality and lag goals of videos. They highlight the main challenge in video streaming that is how to choose the right values for multiple knobs to achieve the requested video quality. They implement two profiling phases one that is offline and one that is online. The profiler in the offline phase identifies a handful of knob configurations that satisfy the resource-quality of queries. The scheduler in the online phase allocates resources only among these configurations. QuMan faces a similar challenge, because multiple allocations can lead to the same performance. Haoyu Zhang et al. finds a good allocation and subsequently searches for mathematically equivalent ones, whereas QuMan uses a heuristic to find equivalent allocations.
CONCLUSIONS
Server utilization in modern data centers has emerged as an important challenge due to both cost, power and technology limitations. In this article we propose a new approach that increases server utilization in a cluster, while it keeps under control the degradation of application performance. We presented QuMan, a system that consists of (1) an isolation mechanism in the Linux kernel, (2) a user-space profiler, and (3) an admission controller, on which we implemented two admission policies. We evaluated QuMan with real workloads, and our results show the effectiveness of QuMan: The user-oriented policy allows explicit control over minimum QoS and results in CPU utilization of 52% and 68% for QoS targets of 75%, 50%, respectively. The provider-oriented policy achieves a QoS-utilization balance of 57%-79%. Finally, the QuMan profiler overhead is small after collecting the samples in the training set, samples are collected asynchronously once per applications, and mispredictions affect only one application.
